NIGHTHAWK ROTTWEILERS, INC.
STUD SERVICE CONTRACT
This is to certify that the Rottweiler bitch:
Registration:
Date of Birth:
OFA: RO#
EL#
CERF:#ROHEART: RO#
Owner[s]:
Address:
Telephone:
Was bred to: BISS/Group Winning, Multi V-1 Am/Can Ch Von Boylan Antonio Banderas B, SchH
3, AD, BST, TT, CGC, HIC
Registration: WP694164/04 Date of Birth: 03/09/96
OFA: #RO-55812G81M EL# N/A CERF: #RO-3622/2003-85
The following terms and conditions apply to the breeding of the bitch by the dog:
1. As a condition precedent to the breeding of the bitch, the bitch owner is required to provide to
Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. the following:
A. A copy of a three generation pedigree of the bitch and if available, both OFA and
CERF numbers;
B. A copy of the bitch's OFA certification showing the bitch is free of hip dysplasia and
if available, the bitch's OFA certification showing the bitch free of elbow dysplasia or her
rating;
C. A copy of the bitch's CERF certification and if the bitch cannot obtain a CERF
certification, then a statement and examination form by a Board Certified
Ophthalmologist showing that the bitch does not have any hereditary eye defects;
D. A copy of the bitch’s OFA Heart certification or if the bitch cannot obtain a OFA
certification, then a statement and examination form by a Board Certified Cardiologist
showing that the bitch does not have any hereditary heart defects;
E. Bitch must have no disqualifying faults per the FCI standard other than a docked tail
and a scissors bite;
F. Copy of certification form showing the bitch negative for Canine Brucellosis taken
prior to the breeding and after the last season or breeding of the bitch;
G. Recent photograph of the bitch;
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H. Copies of bitches title certificates;
I. A veterinarian's health certificate stating the bitch is current on all immunizations, free
of heartworm/intestinal worms, and a clear vaginal culture taken as soon as possible after
the bitch comes in season, incubated for a period of at least 24 hours.
2. Once the bitch comes into season, the bitch owner hereby agrees to keep the bitch confined
and inaccessible to all other dogs from the start of her heat cycle until such time as the bitch is
fully out of heat.
3. While in its custody and control, Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. agrees to keep the bitch
confined and inaccessible to all other dogs other than the above identified stud dog until the
bitch has been bred and returned to her owners.
4. The stud fee for the mating is $2000.00 if bitch is titled and $2,100.00 if bitch is not titled,
payable at or prior to the mating.
In the case of an artificial insemination wherein frozen semen is shipped, the bitch owner
shall pay all costs associated with such procedures, which includes the replacement cost of the
frozen semen, in addition to the stated stud fee and shall assume all responsibility for breeding
procedures of the bitch. In this case, no live puppy guarantee is given.
In the case of an artificial insemination wherein fresh chilled semen is shipped, the owner
of the bitch shall pay all costs associated with such procedures in addition to the stated stud fee
and shall assume all responsibility for breeding procedures of the bitch. Item number 8 applies
to this provision of the contract upon the birth of two or more live puppies.
5. The stud fee includes seven (7) days of board. After seven days, board will be charged to the
bitch owner at a rate of $10.00 per day. If for any reason breeding does not occur, a boarding fee
of $10.00 per day for the bitch's entire visit will be charged. If the bitch is shipped to Nighthawk
Rottweilers, Inc. and we are required to provide any transportation, a $25.00 fee will be charged
for each trip.
Bitch arrived:

Departed:

Board charge:

6. All transportation costs, veterinary fees, or any other charges incurred while the bitch is in the
care of Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. shall be the responsibility of the bitch owner. All reasonable
care shall be exercised and provided for the bitch; however, Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. shall
not assume any liability for the bitch during her stay.
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7. It is specifically agreed that Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. is not required to sign the
application for AKC registration of the resulting litter until such time as all expenses and stud
fees and all conditions of this contract have been paid in full or executed.
8. Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. guarantees that the bitch will whelp a minimum of two (2) live
puppies. If the bitch fails to be in whelp or whelps fewer than two live puppies, the bitch owner
must notify Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. of that fact no later than 65 days after the mating. A
return service to the same stud dog shall be provided, without an additional stud fee, at the
bitch's next heat, if the bitch and dog are still in good health, provided the ownership of the bitch
has not changed.
9. Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. or its designee specifically reserves the right to observe the litter
at seven (7) weeks of age.
10. The bitch owner agrees to sell all pets, defined as any animal with a serious or disqualifying
fault per AKC breed standard, on a spay/neuter contract and to only register the dog with an
AKC limited registration, thus not entitling the dog to have any get registered by the AKC.
11. The bitch owners agree to furnish Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc. with names, addresses,
telephone numbers, and the purpose for which each puppy is sold (pet vs. show).
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12. This contract contains the entire agreement of the parties and shall be construed and
enforced in accord with the laws of the State of California. Both parties agree that there is no
other agreements other than those set forth in this document and changes cannot be made to this
agreement unless it is done in writing and is executed by both parties.
REVIEWED, AGREED AND ACCEPTED
Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc., by
Daviann L. Mitchell, President

Date

Owner[s] of Bitch:
Date
I hereby certify that the Rottweiler bitch,
was bred to the stud dog, CH Von Boylan Antonio Banderas,
AKC# WP694164/04,
on the following dates:
.
Certified by Nighthawk Rottweilers, Inc.,
Daviann L. Mitchell

.
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